Personal computer teleradiology interhospital image transmission of neonatal radiographs to facilitate tertiary neonatology telephone consultation and patient transfer.
Our purpose was to study the ability of personal computer teleradiology (PCT) to improve the quality of communication between physicians during newborn infant transfers and consultations. In the first part of the study 36 radiographs of neonatal intensive care unit patients were transmitted by PCT. The pediatrician reviewed the original films and three neonatologists reviewed the PCT images. Their interpretations were scored by use of criteria established by a neutral reader. In the second part chest x-ray films (CXR) of 31 newborns weighing > 2000 gm with respiratory distress were transmitted by PCT. A pediatrician and three neonatologists participated in an exercise to simulate a telephone neonatology consultation. Patient severity assessments as measured by assignments to receive intermediate or intensive care were compared before and after neonatologists viewed the PCT image of the CXR. In part 1 of the study neonatologists correctly identified 98%, 91%, and 98% of the x-ray interpretation scoring items, whereas at best the pediatrician identified 82% of the scoring items (p = 0.002). In part 2 neonatologists correctly assigned patient care levels an average of 73% after reviewing a standard clinical profile and a written description of the infant's CXR. After reviewing a PCT image of the infant's CXR, patient care level assignments were correctly assigned an average of 67%. The interpretation of the PCT CXR image was consistent with the radiologic report of record in 90 of 93 interpretations (31 cases read by three neonatologists). PCT represents an inexpensive means to accurately send a radiographic image over the phone as part of a telephone consultation. Neonatologists were able to interpret teleradiology images more accurately than a pediatrician reviewing the original film. Although this did not result in an improvement in the neonatologists' ability to determine patient severity on the basis of the model used in part 2, their identification of serious radiographic findings missed by the pediatrician can only suggest that teleradiology may be beneficial in certain instances. Although verbal communication can often suffice in a telephone consultation or transfer, there may be specific instances when visualizing a radiographic image such as an x-ray film or computed tomographic scan can provide important information that cannot be optimally described verbally. Rural hospitals can form interhospital image transmission links with tertiary center resources.